
   
 

   
 

Spanish KS3 Skills Overview 

Term Year 7 Year 8 

 
 

Autumn 1 

Topic: Introductions and school 
Skills: Regular present tense verb formation, definite and indefinite articles, 
opinions and justifications, adjective agreement 
Assessment:  
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on school including subjects studied, opinions on subjects and 
teachers. 

Topic: Food 
Skills:Revision of all three tenses learned to date, verbs for talking about 
meals, revision of justified opinions, revision of time expressions, high 
numbers for money and quantities.  
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on food and meals including opinions. Also understanding and 
producing language relating to buying food in a market and ordering in a 
restaurant. 

 
 

Autumn 2 

Topic: Family 
Skills: Verb tener in present tense, revision of articles, possessive adjectives, 
verb ser in present tense, revision of opinions, revision of adjective 
agreement. 
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on family including describing who is in the family (name, age, looks 
and personality) and opinions of them. 

Topic: Me, my clothes and a visit to a city. 
Skills:Revision of adjective agreement, revision of verb estar, revision of 
comparative, superlatives. 
Assessment:  
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on clothing and visiting a city. Including descriptions, opinions, 
shopping and giving directions. 

 
 

Spring 1 

Topic: Free time 
Skills: Irregular verbs hacer, ir, jugar and salir in present tense, revision of 
regular present tense verbs, revision of justified opinions, immediate future 
tense, time expressions. 
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on free time activities including what different people do, when 
they do it and opinions of it. Also to produce and understand language 
describing free time plans. 

Topic: Technology 
Skills: Revise comparatives, revision of all three tenses, revision of justified 
opinions. 
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on use of technology, TV, film and music to include opinions and 
multiple time frames. 

 
 
 

Spring 2 

Topic: Where I live 
Skills: Verb estar in present tense, hay, stem-changing verb querer in present 
tense, using cuando to add detail, revision of all regular and irregular present 
tense verbs to date, revision of justified opinions, revision of future tense. 
Assessment: 

Topic: School 
Skills:Revision of comparative and superlative, se debe, se puede, revision of 
justified opinions, revision of all three tenses. 
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on school including teachers, facilities, subjects and clubs. 



   
 

   
 

Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on home and town including what there is, what it is like and what 
you do there. 

 
 
 

Summer 1 

Topic: Me and my friends 
Skills:Comparatives, reflexive verbs, revision of verb querer, stem-changing 
verb poder, phrases with infinitives, conditional tense for invitations, revision 
of justified opinions, revision of all present tense verbs to date, sequencing 
words. 
Assessment:  
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on self and friends including descriptions, opinions and activities 
with them. 

Topic: Health 
Skills: me duele, revision of tener and estar in the present tense, direct object 
pronouns, para + infinitive, revision of all three tenses. 
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on health, lifestyle, illness and injury. To include conversations with 
doctors and pharmacists.  

 
 
 

Summer 2 

Topic: Holidays 
Skills: preterite tense of irregular verbs ser/ir, preterite tense of regular 
verbs, justified opinions in the preterite tense, revision of future tense. 
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on holidays using three time frames and including opinions. 

Topic: Jobs 
Skills: me gustaría, agreement for job titles, proper future tense. 
Assessment: 
Language comprehension and production: Giving and understanding 
thoughts on jobs and future ambitions, to include how students earn and 
spend money. 

 


